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they consume memory bandwidth and increase latency due to
accelerator communication overheads, such as DMA. Overall,
off-path acceleration is suboptimal [21, 22].
On-path accelerators—namely, NICs—do not suffer from
the above problems. CPUs necessarily operate NICs in any
case as part of the L5P, and NICs may process the data while
it flows through them without incurring additional overheads;
they are ideally situated for L5P processing. In fact, NICs already seamlessly handle offloaded computation for the underlying layer≤4 protocols, such as packet segmentation, aggregation, and checksum computation/verification [23, 24, 25].
Despite their ideal suitability, however, L5P NIC offloads
are not pervasive. The reason: existing designs assign NICs
with the role of handling the L5P, which in turn necessitates
that the NICs also handle layer≤4 functionality upon which
the L5P depends—notably TCP/IP [26, 27, 28, 29]. Such offload dependence is undesirable, because a hardware TCP implementation encumbers innovation in the network stack [30]
and slows down fixes when robustness [31] or security issues [32, 33] arise. Consequently, Linux kernel developers
refused to support TCP offloads [34, 35], and Windows has
recently deprecated such support [36].

Layer-5 networking protocols (L5Ps) built on top of TCP are
widely used. Examples include (1) the transport layer security (TLS) cryptographic protocol [1, 2], which provides
secure communications; (2) storage protocols, such as NVMeTCP [3], which allow systems to use remote disk drives as
local block devices; (3) remote procedure call (RPC) protocols, such as Thrift [4] and gRPC [5]; and (4) key-value store
protocols, such as Memcached [6] and MongoDB [7].
It is in the nature of L5P processing to be bottlenecked by
data-intensive operations, which move date while optionally
transforming and/or computing some function over it. In most
cases, this data-intensive processing consists of some subset of the following: (1) encryption/decryption, (2) copying,
(3) hashing, (4) (de)serialization, and (5) (de)compression [8].
Consequently, it is beneficial to accelerate these data-intensive
operations, to improve the performance of systems that utilize
and depend on the L5Ps.

2. Limitations of the State of the Art
We classify prior approaches for accelerating L5P processing into three categories. The first is software-based, which
includes in-kernel L5P implementations, such as NVMeTCP [9, 10] and TLS [11] in the Linux kernel, and specialized
software stacks that bypass the kernel and leverage direct hardware access [12, 13]. These techniques are good for reducing
the cost of system software abstractions. But they are largely
irrelevant for accelerating data-intensive operations.
The second category consists of on-CPU acceleration, and
it encompasses specialized data-processing CPU instructions,
such as those supporting the advanced encryption standard
(AES) [14, 15], secure hash algorithms (SHA) [16, 17], and
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) error detection [18, 19]. These
instructions can be effective in accelerating L5Ps. But they
themselves then become responsible for most of the L5P processing cycles, motivating the use of off-CPU accelerators,
which comprise the third category. We subdivide the latter
into two: accelerators that are off and on the networking path.
The goal of off-path acceleration is to offload the operation
onto a separate device, such as GPUs in APUNet [20] and
Intel QuickAssist in QTLS [21]. The problems with off-path
accelerators are: (1) that the CPU still spends cycles on feeding
the accelerator and retrieving results; (2) that applications
may need to be rewritten so that the CPU is kept busy while
waiting for the accelerator (e.g., QTLS re-engineers the TLS
software stack and Nginx to increase parallelism); and (3) that

3. Key Insights
We propose autonomous NIC offloads. Autonomous offloads
consist of a combined software/NIC architecture for moving data between L5P memory and TCP packets, optionally
transforming the data and/or computing some function in the
process. This architecture allows L5P software to offload
data-intensive operations to the NIC, without migrating the
entire TCP/IP stack into the NIC. Autonomous offloads target
L5P implementations in which the L5P and NIC driver can
communicate directly, e.g., in-kernel L5P implementations or
implementations with userspace TCP/IP stacks.
The main idea of autonomous offloads is for the L5P and
NIC to collaborate in processing of L5P messages (which can
consist of multiple TCP segments) in a way that is transparent
to the intermediating TCP stack. When sending a message, the
L5P code “skips” performing the offloaded operation, thereby
passing the “wrong” bytes down the stack to the NIC. The NIC
then performs the operation, resulting in a correct message
being sent on the wire. In the reverse direction, the NIC parses
incoming messages, performs the offloaded operation, and the
partially-processed message is passed up the stack to the L5P,
which completes its processing.
For this approach to work seamlessly, we require that the
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offloaded operation satisfy certain conditions, notably, that the
offloaded operation only manipulates bytes in L5P messages
and never adds or removes bytes. This property allows the
offload to process the TCP stream without modifying TCP
control information. While this limitation means we cannot
offload every data-intensive operation, a key practical observation is that the lion’s share of L5P data-intensive computations
satisfy our conditions. Out of (1) encryption/decryption, (2)
copying, (3) digests/checksums, (4) (de)serialization, and (5)
(de)compression—which are the primary data-intensive L5P
bottlenecks [8]—only (4) and (5) are partially out of scope.
A major challenge in realizing the conceptually simple idea
of autonomous offloads is handling “interference” from the
TCP layer, in the form of lost, duplicated, or retransmitted
bytes. Our design handles this challenge through three main
ideas: (1) we optimize for the common case by maintaining a
small context at the NIC required to process the next in-order
TCP packet; (2) we fall back on L5P software processing
upon out-of-sequence packets caused by reordering or loss; in
which case (3) the L5P software helps the NIC to synchronize
and reconstruct a new valid context using a simple interface
between the NIC and the L5P.
A potential pitfall of such a collaborative resynchronization
mechanism is that the NIC might get permanently “left behind.”
That is, by the time L5P software updates the NIC’s context,
more TCP segments have arrived, thereby making that new
context stale and thus requiring another resynchronization.
Our solution to this problem relies on two insights. First, we
observe that in our targeted offload operations, the required offload context can be recomputed after identifying L5P message
boundaries. This property reduces the problem of reconstructing offload context to the problem of identifying L5P message
boundaries. Second, we observe that in most modern L5Ps,
message boundaries are identifiable with specific “magic patterns” and contain length fields. This property enables us to
design a hardware-driven context resynchronization process,
in which the NIC speculatively identifies arriving messages
and relies on software to confirm its speculation. While the
NIC waits for software to resolve its speculation, it tracks messages within TCP packets using the L5P header’s length field,
verifying that each subsequent L5P message begins where it is
expected to. If an unexpected pattern is encountered, the NIC
realizes its speculation was incorrect and retries. If, however,
the NIC’s speculation is correct, then it remains synchronized
until receiving confirmation from L5P software. At this point,
the NIC can resume offloading as soon as possible.

application offloads

Table 1: Summary of evaluation results – throughput (“t/put”), CPU

utilization (“util”), and latency (“lat”). Data is served either from
memory (TLS), or from a remote disk over NVMe-TCP, which can
also be encrypted with TLS (NVMe-TLS). In NVMe-TLS, crypto
is offloaded for both sent HTTPS and received NVMe-TLS traffic.
“Crypto” is AES128-GCM encryption/decryption and authentication.

placement at the receiving end (which thus becomes zerocopy) and also CRC computation and verification at either end.
Linux kernel support for the TLS offload has been upstreamed,
and support for the NVMe-TCP offload is currently under
review.
We evaluate the throughput, latency, and CPU utilization improvements achieved using our offloads on both microbenchmarks and macrobenchmarks. As microbenchmarks, we use
iperf [38] for TLS and fio [39] for NVMe-TCP. As macrobenchmarks, we use the nginx http web server [40] and
the Redis-on-Flash (RoF) key-value store [41, 42]. Both applications serve files to clients: When serving files from memory,
they are network bound and stress TLS. When serving files
from a remote NVMe device, they stress NVMe-TCP. We also
evaluate a combined workload: serving files located on a remote device over a TLS connection. All experiments use real
TLS offloading hardware and emulated NVMe-TCP offloading, since the NVMe-TCP offload NIC is not yet available.

5. Key Results and Contributions
• Defining, designing, and implementing autonomous NIC
offloads, which provide a stateful, nonintrusive software/device architecture that accelerates TCP-based L5Ps by leveraging the existing TCP/IP stack rather than subsuming it.
• A cooperative software/NIC design for handling TCP packet
loss/reordering that (1) allows the NIC to perform computations in hardware in the common case; (2) falls back on
L5P software processing upon out-of-sequence packets; and
then (3) re-synchronizes NIC state with minimal help from
software so the NIC can resume offloading.
• An implementation of autonomous offloads for (1) NVMeTCP copy and CRC, and (2) TLS encryption, decryption,
and authentication, and (3) their composition (NVMe-TLS).
• Experimental evaluation of a full (ASIC) 100 Gbps TLS offload and an emulation of the upcoming NVMe-TCP offload.
Our autonomous offloads improve throughput by up to 3.3x
and lower CPU consumption and latency by as much as 2.4x
and 1.4x. Table 1 summarizes the results.

4. Main Artifacts
The paper describes autonomous offload implementations
(hardware and software) for TLS and NVMe-TCP. Our TLS
offload is already implemented Mellanox ConnectX6-Dx
NICs [37]; it offloads TLS’s authentication, encryption, and
decryption functionalities. Our NVMe-TCP offload will become available in the subsequent NIC model; it offloads data
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